Abstract. Miller, Stibich and Moore [4] introduced a cardinal invariant of certain metric spaces under coarse isomorphisms. Fox, LaBuz and Laskowsky [2] extended the invariance to coarse homotopy equivalences. DeLyser, LaBuz and Wetsell [1] extended the invariant to general metric spaces via the direct limit construction. In this paper, we construct a similar coarse homotopy invariant of coarse spaces by using nonstandard analysis.
Introduction
Miller, Stibich and Moore [4] introduced a cardinal invariant σ (X) of certain metric spaces X, called σ-stable metric spaces, under coarse isomorphisms. σ (X) is the number of ways to tend to infinity within X up to certain equivalence. Fox, LaBuz and Laskowsky [2] proved that σ (X) is, in fact, invariant under coarse homotopy equivalences. DeLyser, LaBuz and Wetsell [1] extended it to general metric spaces via the direct limit construction. In this paper, we construct a similar coarse homotopy invariant ι (X) of coarse spaces X by using nonstandard analysis. ι (X) is the number of infinite points in * X up to certain equivalence. We could say that σ (X) is constructed from dynamic infinity, while contrarily, ι (X) is constructed from static infinity. We briefly discuss the relationship between these two invariants.
Preliminaries
We refer to Roe [6] for the basic terminology of coarse topology and Robinson [5] for nonstandard analysis. The nonstandard treatment of coarse spaces is based on the author's unpublished manuscript [3] .
Let (X, C X ) be a coarse space. We say that two points x, y of * X are finitely close, denoted by x ∼ X y, if for each E ∈ C X we have that (x, y) ∈ * E. Equivalently, the finite closeness relation ∼ X is a binary relation on * X defined as the union
• A subset B of a coarse space X is bounded if and only if x ∼ X y for all x, y ∈ * X [3, Proposition 3.9].
• A coarse space X is coarsely connected if and only if x ∼ X y for all x, y ∈ X.
• A map f : X → Y between coarse spaces is bornologous if and only if * f : 
• Two coarse maps f, g : X → Y are close (coarsely homotopic) if and only if
Let X be a coarse space. The space X is called coarsely Archimedean if X × X = n∈N E n for some E ∈ C X . Say that a subset B of * X is macrochain-connected if for each x, y ∈ B there is an internal hyperfinite sequence { s i } i≤n in B such that s 0 = x, s n = y and s i ∼ X s i+1 for all i < n.
Theorem 2.1. X is coarsely Archimedean if and only if * X is macrochain-connected.
Proof. First, suppose that X is coarsely Archimedean. Choose an E ∈ C X such that X × X = n∈N E n . For any x, y ∈ * X, by the transfer principle, there exists an n ∈ * N such that (x, y) ∈ * E n ⊆ ∼ X n . Hence * X is macrochain-connected. Next, suppose that * X is macrochain-connected. By [3, Lemma 3.3] , there exists an E ∈ * C X such that ∼ X ⊆ E. For any x, y ∈ * X, there is an n ∈ * N such that
By the transfer principle, there exists an F ∈ C X such that X ×X = n∈N F n . Therefore, X is coarsely Archimedean.
Construction of the invariant ι
We define the invariant ι as follows. Let (X, ξ) be a pointed coarse space. For x, y ∈ INF (X, ξ), we denote by x ≡ X,ξ y if they lie in the same macrochainconnected component of INF (X, ξ). It is clear that ≡ X,ξ is an equivalence relation on 
The same equation holds for all dimensions greater than 2. This is contrasted to the case of R. . Let X be a coarse space. Suppose that two points ξ, η ∈ X lie on the same coarsely connected component. Then ι (X, ξ) = ι (X, η).
Proof. By the nonstandard characterisation of coarse connectedness, we have that ξ ∼ X η. For every x ∈ * X, if x ∼ X ξ, then x ∼ X η, and vice versa. Hence INF (X, ξ) = INF (X, η), and thus ι (X, ξ) = ι (X, η).
Corollary 3.6. Let X be a pseudometric space. For any two points ξ, η ∈ X, we have ι (X, ξ) = ι (X, η).
Proof. Obviously every pseudometric space is coarsely connected. Hence ξ and η lie on the same coarsely connected component X.
Proof. By the nonstandard characterisation of proper map,
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the nonstandard characterisation of bornologous map.
Theorem 3.9 (Functoriality). Every coarse map
By the previous lemmas, ιf is well-defined. Thus ι (−) can be extended to a functor from the category of coarse spaces to the category of sets. Proof. Let [x] X,ξ ∈ INF (X, ξ). By the nonstandard characterisation of closeness,
Corollary 3.12. ι is invariant under coarse homotopy equivalences.
Relationship between σ and ι
Recall the definition of the invariant σ following [1] . Let (X, ξ) be a pointed (pseudo)metric space. Given a natural number N ∈ N, an N -sequence in X based at ξ is a sequence s = { s i } i∈N of points in X such that s 0 = ξ and d X (s i , s i+1 ) ≤ N for all i ∈ N. We say that the sequence s tends (from ξ) to infinity if lim i→∞ d X (ξ, s i ) = ∞. We denote by S N (X, ξ) the set of divergent N -sequences. Given two sequences s, t ∈ S N (X, ξ), we denote by s ⊑ t if s is a subsequence of t, i.e., there is a strictly monotone function κ : N → N such that s i = t κ(i) for all i ∈ N. Denote by ≡ N the smallest equivalence relation on S N (X, ξ) that contains ⊑. For each s ∈ S N (X, ξ), let [s] N denote the ≡ N -equivalence class of s. We define [s] N to [s] M . Thus we obtain a direct system (σ N (X, ξ) , ϕ N M ) indexed by (N, ≤) .
Proof. It is not difficult to prove that a sequence u in X tends (from ξ) to infinity if and only if
To prove the latter part, we only need to prove the case s ⊑ t. Choose a strictly monotone function κ : N → N such that s i = t κ(i) for all i ∈ N. By transfer, * s i = * t * κ(i) holds. * s i and * t j can be connected by an internal hyperfinite sequence * t * κ(i) , . . . , * t j . Since t is an N -sequence, any two adjacent points are finitely close. Hence * s i ≡ X,ξ * t j holds.
By this lemma, for each N ∈ N, we can well-define a map i N :
iM y y r r r r r r r r r r ι (X, ξ) is commutative. Hence, by the universal property of σ (X, ξ), i • induces a limiting map i : σ (X, ξ) → ι (X, ξ) natural in (X, ξ).
The standard invariant σ (X) was constructed from sequences tending to infinity which could be thought of as dynamic infinities. On the other hand, ι (X) is constructed from nonstandard infinite points which could be thought of as static infinities. In this sense, the definitions of σ and ι look similar. The map i : σ (X, ξ) → ι (X, ξ) is bijective for some metric spaces, e.g. the real line, the real plane, the vase and the flared vase. Interestingly, this map is not bijective in general.
Example 4.2. Consider the subspace X = { n 2 | n ∈ N } of the real line R with an arbitrary base point ξ (Figure 4 .1 on page 5). Each σ N (X, ξ) is empty, so the cardinality of σ (X, ξ) is equal to zero. On the other hand, since X is unbounded, the cardinality of ι (X, ξ) is nonzero. Hence σ (X, ξ) and ι (X, ξ) are not equipotent.
As pointed out in [1, pp.11-12 ] the (equivalence class of) direct system σ N (X, ξ) may contain richer information than its direct limit σ (X, ξ). 
